
Westwood Ranch Homeowners Association

Annual Meeting Minutes from September 14th 2022


Meeting was called to order at 6:45pm by President Ken Thomas

 
Board in attendance: Ken Thomas, Dan Shern, Nicole Lopez, Micki Hall, Joan Kehrer

 
Other Homeowners in attendance:

Brown 2532 Brenna 
Williams 658B Longhorn 
Polhamus 2528 Brenna 
Love 661 Longhorn (proxy for Potter/5 homes) 
Carter 658A Longhorn 
Sparak 2528B Shetland 
Valdez 653A Ignacio  
Bauman 2534 Brenna 
Pipkin 2542 Brenna 

Sept 10 2021 Annual Minutes were handed out by Joan and were unanimously approved 


Treasurer’s summary 2022 YTD was handed out by Joan with balance of $14164.25 and was unanimously approved 

Fusion Property Management summary given by Tonya McFarland, where 2022 YTD, 34 notices/violations were sent out 
for landscaping, trash, and trailers. Will be terminating contract/services Dec 31 2022; Will only issue notices for major 
safety violations Nov-Dec. Resident spoke up stating notices were not sent consistently, noting trash cans and weeds 
were not enforced as strictly as his own violations were, Tonya expressed canvasing only occurs every two weeks


Swing Set & Safety Inspection options were presented by Dan, noting costs of $3889+$4000+$1000; a vote was held 
with just 2 Nays to proceed with replacement and unanimous Nays to hire inspections; liability coverage through HOA 
insurance confirmed; will email homeowners in Spring for volunteers to install, contingent on being able to purchase.


Playground light options were presented by Joan with unanimous vote to proceed with solar light that runs dusk to dawn 


Subdivision sign replacement options were presented by Nicole with only 3 Nays to proceed; Options #1 and #2 from My 
Sign Co, with #2 winning votes; Suggestion made that Darren be asked about creating a sign, he asked to be reminded 
10/3


Nicole presented irrigation timers impacting Xcel energy savings of $387.30 from prior year costs; homeowners 
concurred that the times of 5-10a / 7-10p were OK but requested an additional all-day option for repairs and such, thus 
Wednesdays and Saturdays were voted in; will also review park timers to ensure ran during off-use hours only


2022 neighborhood activities recapped of fence painting $14700, park gravel barrier $1777, native park planting; 
continued complaints about native park maintenance 


Thanks was given for the invaluable volunteer time by Jon Mangold, Pat Hawkins, Dan Shern, and Rick Teller


Recognition of Ron Stoneburner’s contributions over last 2 decades and thanks to Nadine given


Suggestion of another neighborhood potluck in 2023


Ballots for nominations of 2023 HOA Board totaled 18 received - Ken removed himself from nomination, Dan & Nicole & 
Micki were voted Yes, Joan was voted No (10>8). Results announced, Nicole made a call for volunteers due to loss of 
two members, no homeowners volunteered. Notice to be sent out requesting volunteers otherwise a paid agency will be 
hired


Drawing for gift card, winner was Bonnie Sparak 


Meeting adjourned at 7:34pm


